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The glass melt homogenization process in the furnace melting zone is very important from the standpoint 
of final glass quality. The paper deals with the effect of locating and connecting of heating electrodes on 
homogenization in an all-electric tank furnace, using the methods of mathematical and physical modelling. 
The outputs obtained from both types of models allowed the so-called response curves to be plotted. The 
curves yield characteristics providing infdrmation on the homogenization process. The first part of the paper 
is concerned with deriving a two-dimensional mathematical model in the form of a partial differential equation 
and with the procedure for its numerical solving. The second part describes trea.tment of the homogenization 
process by physical modelling. The results showed a very satisfactory.agreement of the two types of modelling. 
The effect and configuration and wiring of electrodes on the homogenization process in an all-electric glass 
tank furnace is evaluated in the conclusion. 

1. INTRODUCTION

Glass manufacture has been known for several 
thousand years, but till recently depended solely on 
empirical knowledge. It was the development of ma
chine production which brought about research of 
processes taking place in the course of the entire glass
making procedure, starting with batch preparation 
and ending with final treatment and finishing of the 
products. Like in other industries, quality of products 
plays an important part, and together with energy 
consumption is the subject of primary interest of all 
glass manufactures. 

However, there has not yet been, and is not likely 
to be found in the nearest future, any standard crite
rion for assessing the quality of the glass melt being 
produced, which would express its quality by a single 
objective charact..,ristic [l]. And so the quality is de
scribed by the following three factors: 
a) degree of melting;
b) degree of refining;
c) glass homogeneity: in this case, no objective mea
sure is known so that it has to be assessed by a well 
measurable property such as the refractive index.

The final quality of glass is obviously determined 
for the most part by the processes taking place in the 
glass furnace. The quality and thus also the homo
geneity of glass is known to be strongly affected by 
the flow of glass in the furnace and by the parame
ters affecting the flow, such as the furnace design, the 
thermal barrier, and in the case of electric heating, 
also the shape, arrangement and wiring of electrodes 
in the furnace tank. 

The pulse-and-response method, sometimes also 
called the response curve method, is one of those fre
quently used in the seeking of suitable designs of glass 
tank furnaces and in the study of glass flow [2]. The 
theory of the method was worked out for chemical 
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reactors by Danckwerts (3] and Levenspiel (4]. As the 
tank furnace is in principle also a kind of continu
ous reactor, the theory was utilized by Cooper for 
explaining the processes taking place in a glass tank 
furnace (5]. A number of other authors also used the 
pulse-and-response method to describe the behaviour 
of glass furnaces (6-16]. All of these studies were con
cerned with the use of this method directly on the fur
naces. Very valuable results were presented by Smrcek 
[12-16] who was the only author to apply the method 
to comparing and evaluating the performance charac
teristics of various types of glass furnaces. 

The literature quoted above indicates that the im
plementation of the pulse-and-response method for 
the purpose of determining the performance char
acteristics of glass furnaces is a quite demanding 
task. For this reason, some authors [17-22] supple
ment the respective solutions with those obtained 
from mathematical models of the melting process, 
and with homogenization models, including calcula
tion of the time dependence of concentration distri
bution of a tracing substance at a given point. This 
represents calculation of response curves which can 
be obtained on the actual furnace by the pulse-and
response method. The mathematical modelling of ho
mogenization has the primary advantage of a great 
variety of solutions, available by mere setting of vari
ous initial and boundary conditions. Such a variabil
ity is of course unviable with actual furnaces, also 
because it would frequently result in emergency op
erational situations. 

The present study had the objective to construct 
a two-dimensional mathematical model of the homog
enization process in an all-electric glass furnace and to 
assess the effect of the configuration of electrodes on 
homogenization. The model was worked out so as to 
allow response curves to be plotted from the results, 
and to evaluate the homogeneity in the melting zone 
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station1.1ry in space through which component 

A is passing. 1 - wall at x; 2 - wall at x + ll.x. 

according to the curve parameters. As the respective 
mathematical models require the speed vector com
ponents at the individual points of the space inves
tigated to be known, a physical model was also run 
to provide the speed vector of the components, deter
mined from videorecordings of the flow. The physical 
model was also used to investigate the effect of the 
electrode configuration on the homogenization pro
cess in the melting zone of the furnace, and this al
lowed the results yielded by the two models to be 
compared. 

2. TWO-DIMENSIONAL MATHEMATICAL MODEL

To deriw• a two-dimensional mathematical model 
of the homof.!;enization process, i.e. a partial differen
tial equation describing convective diffusion, use was 
made of the mass conservation law for component 
A (indicator) per volume element LlxLlyLlz, immo
bile in space passed through by a binary mixture of 
components A and B (glass melt, model liquid). On 
the assumption that components A and B do not re
act and that component A is not produced by a chem
ical reaction, one may write the following expressions 
for the individual contributions to the mass balance 
in a volume element, according to Fig. 1: 
- the rate of change in the mass of component A in
a volume element:

- supply of component A through the wall at x:

- discharge of component A through the wall at x +
Llx: 

Similarly, it is possible to write expressions for the 
entry and exit of component A through the other 
walls of the volume element, i.e. in directions y and 
z. On substituting the flux density A( nA) by a term
containing concentration gradients, i.e. the formula
tion of the first Fick law for binary diffusion [23], one
obtains the diffusion equation which can be writen in
the form

(1) 

where XA 1s a molar fraction for which it holds that 

CA 
XA= -. (2) 

Using justified simplifications such as a constant den
sity, a constant total molar concentration of a con
stant diffusion coefficient [24], equation ( 1) can be 
adjusted to the following form: 

(3) 

Equation (3) finds successful use in the solving of dif
fusion processes in dilute solutions, and can therefore 
be also employed in describing the homogenization 
process in glass tank furnaces [18, 20, 21, 22), and 
in its treatment by means of both mathematical and 
physical models. 
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3. NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF EQUATION (3)

In the present case, equation (3) was solved in two 
spatial dimensions ( x and y) and the time dimension 
(r). For this purpose, it was written in the form 

oc oc oc 
( 

o2c o2c) OT + Wx OX Wy oy 
= D ox2 + oy2 (4) 

The aim was to find a function of c(x, y, r) conforming 
to differential equation (4) for initial conditions (5) 
and boundary conditions (6). The initial conditions 
(r=O): 

c = 1 for y = O; 0 :S x :S Xk 

C = 0 for O < y :'.S Yk; 0 :'.S X :'.S Xk. 

The boundary conditions: 

c = 0 for r > O; y = O; 0 :S x :S x1.; 

oc 
- = 0 for T > O; 0 :Sy :S Yk; x = O; x = x1.; 
ox 

oc 
- = 0 for r > O; y = y1.;; 0 :S x :S x1.;. 
oy 

(5) 

(6) 

The two-dimensional mathematical model was pro
cessed by a computer, using the Fortran language. 
The computer program was composed into ten inter
connected blocks: 
block 1: planting of input quantities; 
block 2: calculation of constants A, B, C, E, a, /3, 

1, h, in the individual nodal points of the grid at 
time T = O; 

block 3: subroutine ensuring the occupancy of matrix 
A and matrix B for the initial conditions; 

block 4: subroutine for solving a system of linear equa
tions by Gauss'es elimination method using main 
element selection; 

block 5: calculation of constants ( cf. block 2) in the 
individual nodal points of the grid at time T > O; 

block 6: subroutine ensuring occupancy of matrix A
and matrix B at time T > O; 

block 7: cf. block 4; 
block 8: calculation of the solution standard; 
block 9: alternative box deciding on attainment of 

desired accuracy; 
block 10: entry of results into the output file. 
Input quantities of the computer program: 

- size of grid covering the chosen section of the fur
nace model;

- diffusion coefficient of the indicator in the model
liquid;

- time step;
- solution accuracy required;
- components (x and y) of convective flow rate vec-

tors at the individual nodal grid points, obtained
by measuring the flow rate fields on the physical
model.
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Output quantities of the computer program: 
- matrix of indicator concentrations at the nodal

points of the grid serving in the determination of
response curves.

4. PHYSICAL MODEL

To model the homogenization process by means of 
a two-dimensional mathematical model one has to 
know the components of the flow rate vectors at the 
individual nodal points of the grid covering the re
gion being investigated in the melting zone. For this 
purpose, use was made of a physical model allowing 
the flow in the melting zone to be followed and the 
respective components of the flow rate vectors estab
lished. The physical model was also used to moni
tor the course of homogenization in the melting zone 
in terms of the electrode configuration, using the re
sponse curve method. The results obtained from the 
two models could thus be compared. As the task was 
to study the effect of electrode configuration on the 
homogenization process, a physical liquid model of an 
all-electric furnace on a 1 : 16 scale was constructed 
so as to permit various configurations of rod and plate 
electrodes to be arranged, in both horizontal and ver
tical positions. A schematic diagram of the physical 
model is shown in Fig. 2. F ig. 3 depicts the con
figurations of electrodes for the individual variants 
studied on the physical model and also dealt with by 
the mathematical model. The design of the physical 
model also made it possible, for the purposes of the 
response curve method, to place on the liquid surface 
a continuous strip of strongly coloured model liquid 
(indicator) and to take samples of the model liquid 

A 
r 

REZA-A 

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the physical model of the 

melting furnace. 1 - the place where the indicator is in

troduced; 2 - the place where the model liquid samples are 

taken. 
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Fig. 3. S chematic diagram of the arrangement and wiring of electrodes 

for the individual variants. 1 - variant 1; 2 variant 2; 3 - variant 3 

and 4. 

at the exit from the melting zone at regular intervals, b) Malachite Green - C23H2sN 2Cl
as illustrated by Fig. 3. 

5. INDICATORS

The flow and mixing of the model liquid in the 
physical model is best simulated by means of coloured 
i!ldicators. A complete range is known, but only some 
· .i aem are suitable. Selection of suitable coloured
111 ·: · a tors for the purposes of modelling the response 
, ur •es, including determination of their diffusion co
, fficients in model liquids, was described in detail in 
[24, 26, 27]. For the glycerine-borax model liquids, 
the best results were obtained with two indicators, 
namely 

a) Neutral Red - C1 sH1 1N4Cl

� ' -N= 
./ � 

-CH3
II I I 

CH3
...._ .,,,, �

-N= ' .,:y 
-NH2 

N
./ II Cl 

CH3 

CH3...._ 

N 
CH3

_,,,, '

\\ 

\ I = CH3 
= I \ I
� 

'c= =N+c1-
./ ./ 

\ I III = CH3 

' .,:y 

whose diffusion coefficients change little with temper
ature, so that they may be considered to be con
stant over the temperature interval of the physical 
model. The following values of diffusion coefficients 
were taken over from [27] for the mean temperature 
of 50° C: 

- Neutral Red D = 5 x 10-s cm2s-1

- Malachite Green D = l x 10- 7 cm2s-1.

Malachite Green was finally chosen, because it ex
hibited a better dependence of absorbance on the 
wavelength of the light employed. This aspect was 
important since the samples of the dyed model liquid 
were immediately tested on a spectrophotometer af
ter being taken at the outlet from the melting zone. 
This allowed the time dependence of changes in the 
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relative concentrations of the indicator to be deter
mined. A stock solution having a relative concentra
tion Crel = 1 was prepared by mixing the indicator 
with the model liquid, and placed onto the surface in 
the model. 

6. THE SIMILARITY OF CONVECTIVE FLOW

The homogenization process in the melting zone 
was described by means of equation (3), derived for 
convective diffusion. For this reason the conditions 
in the model had to be adjusted in a way ensuring 
similarity of convective flow in the model to that in 
the furnace. According to (28), such a similarity is en
sured by equality of Grashof's number. As an equ!!,lity 
of Galilei's number was likewise attained, a sufficient 
condition for validity is provided by the equation. 

(7) 

In this case, the following values were substituted into 
(7): 
/3M = 4.94 X 10-4 K-l 
t:i..TM = 27.1 K 

then 

[/3t:i..T] = 0.0134 

and 

[/3t:i..T] = 0.0132 

/3v = 6.62 x 10-5 K- 1 

t:i..Tv = 200 K 

so that the convective flow in the model simulates 
very well that in the furnace. 

7. THE VALUES MEASURED

As stated already in Chapter 4, the physical model 
had the following purposes: a) To determine the flow 
rate vector components at the nodal points ( entry 
into the two-dimensional mathematical model). b) To 
determine the response curves for the configurations 
and ways of wiring of electrodes being studied. 

As far as point a) is concerned, the region investi
gated, i.e. a vertical section through the longitudinal 
tank axis ( cf. Fig. 2) was covered by a square grid 
with 9 x 20 nodal points. 

As regards point b), four variants whose arrange
ment is shown in Table I, were measured on the phys
ical model. 

Table II lists the values of flow rates and flow di
rections at the individual nodal points of the grid, 
established by measurement on the physical model 
for variant l. Only one half of the values are given 
because of the symmetry involved. The upper data 
is the rate of flow in the model in cm s-1

, the lower 
one being the direction of flow in degrees, oriented 
according to Fig. 4. The data for variants 2 through 
4 is available at the authors' place of business. 
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Table I 

Arrangement of the experimental variants on the 

physical model 

Variant Electrode type Electrode input 

(W] 

I rods, vertical 92.2 

2 plates 89.1 

3 plates 71.6 

rods, horizontal 38.3 

4 plates 57.5 

rods, horizontal 57.7 

t 
Fig. 4. Orientation of the flow rate vec tors at the nodal 

points of the grid. 

Tables III and IV list the time dependence of rel
ative indicator concentrations at the outlet from the 
melting zone, established for variant 1 on the physical 
model and calculated from the mathematical model. 
The data for variants 2, 3 and 4 is also kept at the 
authors'. 

The time dependences of the relative indicator con
centrations at the outlet from the melting zone are 
plotted for all the variants in Fig. 5 (for the physical 
model) and in Fig. 6 (for the mathematical model). 

8. EVALUATION OF THE RESPONSE CURVES AND

THE RESULTS 

The given time dependence of the relative concen
trations of the indicators were evaluated for the indi
vidual variants on the basis of the following charac
teristics: 
a) Delay, characterizing the mean time of residence
of the liquid in the system, for which it holds that

(8) 

b) Dispersion, characterizing the degree of homogene
ity of the liquid in the system, for which it holds that

_ '£,0r E; l 
u - L, E; - ' (9)
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Table II 

The rates of flow cm s-1 and their directions at the grid nodal points (Variant 1)

j 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

0.038 0.096 0.970 0.061 0.042 0.038 0.031 0.048 0.057 

210 120 60 30 0 0 330 310 290 

0.030 0.109 0.112 0.086 0.079 0.042 0.038 0.052 0.063 

270 90 90 70 50 10 340 300 270 

0.025 0.128 0.130 0.072 0.025 0.001 0.016 0.054 0.068 

270 90 90 80 85 0 265 270 270 

0.025 0.115 0.118 0.081 0.054 0.043 0.041 0.051 0.061 

270 90 90 100 110 170 180 210 260 

0.023 0.109 0.111 0.072 0.038 0.031 0.025 0.047 0.058 

270 90 90 110 140 170 180 220 240 

0.020 0.095 0.098 0.048 0.031 0.025 0.019 0.031 0.042 

300 90 90 130 150 165 170 180 190 

0.018 0.067 0.072 0.034 0.025 0.012 0.009 0.011 0.013 

0 80 100 150 160 170 175 180 180 

Table III 

Time dependence of relative indicator concentrations at t I,,, outlet 
of the melting zone - physical model (Variant 1) 

T (h] 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 

Crel 0.43 0.76 0.82 0.83 0.77 0.65 0.50 0.41 0.35 

T [hj 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5 

Cre) 0.30 0.27 0.24 0.22 0.20 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.14 

T [hj 10.0 10.5 11.0 11.5 12.0 12.5 13.0 13.5 14.0 

Crel 0.13 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05 

T [hj 14.5 15.0 

Crel 0.05 0.05 
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Table JV 

Time dependence of relative indicator concentrations at the outlet 
of the melting zone - mathematical model (Variant 1) 

1.00 1.25 1.43 1.70 1.95 
0.35 X 10-3 0.70 X 10-3 0.119 X 10-2 0.171 X 10-2 0.215 X 10-2

2.20 2.50 2.83 3.18 3.55 
0.25 X 10-2 0.27 X 10-2 0.276 X 10-2 0.271 X 10-2 0.262 X 10-2

4.00 4.45 5.10 5.85 6.75 
0.25 X 10-2 0.238 X 10-2 0.22 X 10-2 0.203 X 10-2 0.184 X 10-2

7.85 8.98 10.1 11.25 12.5 
0.16 X 10-2 0.14 X 10-2 0.122 X 10-2 0.107 X 10-2 0.927 X 10-3

,.o 

0,8 

0, 

0.4 

0.2 

3 5 7 9 11 13 
't [hi 

Fig. 5. Time dependence of the relative concentrations of the indicator 

at the outlet from the melting zone. Physical model: 1 - variant 1; 2 -
variant 2; 3 - variant 3; 4 - variant 4. 

(10) 

( 11) 

(12) 

9. CONCLUSION

The following conclusions can be formulated on the 
basis of results yielded by the two types of models: 

1) Both the physical and the mathematical model
allow the effect of electrode configuration and
wiring on the homogenization effect in the fur
nace melting zone to be followed.

In both (8) and (12), the substripts i are related to 
the time step. 

2) The two models show a satisfactory agreement of
results, so that the conclusions given below hold
for both types of models.Enumeration of equations (8) through (12) by 

means of data obtained from the physical and the 
mathematical model yielded the results listed in Ta
ble V. 
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3) The variants with vertical electrodes in the tank
bottom, compared to those with plate-shaped
electrodes or a combination of plate-shaped and
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Fig. 6. Time dependence of the relative concentration of the indicator at the 

outlet from the melting zone. Mathematical model: 1 - variant 1; 2 - variant 

2; 3 - variant 3; 4- - variant 4-. 

horizontal rod electrodes, yield lower values, 
which means that rod electrodes cut down the 
residence time in the furnace melting zone. 

4) Dispersion values are higher with variants us
ing vertical rod electrodes. This indicates that
the presence of vertical electrodes in the melting
zone contributes more efficiently to intensifying
the mass transfer and thus also the homogeniz-

Table V 

The results yieldr·d by the physical model and the 
mathematical model 

Model Variant T; (T Tma.x To 

[h] [h] [h] 

physical 1 4.21 0.87 2.7 0.6 
2 4.79 0.83 2.5 0.9 
3 5.03 0.69 3.3 0.9 
4 5.58 0.53 4.8 1.2 

mathe- 1 3.97 0.81 2.4 0.7 
matical 2 4.25 0.79 2.8 0.8 

3 4.59 0.62 2.9 0.9 
4 5.15 0.46 4.5 0.9 

ing process than do the plate-shaped or horizon
tal rod electrodes. 

5) The value of Ts i.e. the time at which the first
traces of the indicator are recorded at the outlet,
are lowest with variant 1, i.e. that with vertical
electrodes. This is indicative of the presence of
extensive flow in the melting zone, and thus of
v�ry good conditions for homogenization.

I· 1ay therefore be summarized that the use of 
\Pr' 1.l rod electrodes in the heating zones of all
ek, · �1c glass tank furnaces provides more favourable 
conditions for thf' homogenization process than the 
application of platP-shaped electrodes or vertical rod 
electrodes. 

Li s t  o f  s y m b o l s

x Cartesian coordinates (m] 
y Cartesian coordinates (m] 
z Cartesian coordinates (m] 
n mass flow density of a component (kg m-2s-1]
r time (s] 
w rate of flow (m s-1]
v' operator "nabla" (m-1]
D diffusion coefficient [m2s- 1]
c concentration (mo! m-3J 

p; mass concentration of component i (kg m -3J
p density (kg m-3J 
Xk depth of model tank (m] 

Yk length of model tank (m) 
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h lengthwise step in directions x and y [m] 
k time step [s] 
Ck concentration at k-th time step [mol m-3]
Ck+1concentration at k + 1 th time step [mol m-3J
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HOMOGENIZACE SKLOVINY VE SKLARSKE TAVICI 
PECI - MATEMATICKY A FYZIKALNf MODEL 

STANISLAV KASA, ANTONIN LISY 

Ustav skla a keramiky, Vysoka skola 
chemicko-technologicka, Technicka 5, 166 28 Praha 6 

K valita vyra.bene skloviny pa.tfi mezi nejvice sledova.
ne parametry u vsech vyrobcu skla.. Neexistuje vsa.k jed
notne kriterium pro hodnocen{ kvality vyra.bene skloviny 
a proto se za.t{m vyja.dtuje pomod tfi uka.zatelu. Jsou to 
stupeft utaven{, stupeit vyceten{ a homogenita. skloviny. 
Z toho plyne, ze vysledna. kvalita skla je da.na procesy, 
ktere probilia.j{ v tavid peci a proto take kvalitu sklovi
ny ovlivituje tada parametru ma.j{d vliv na tyto procesy, 
tj. konstrukcn{ reseni pece, um{sten{ a. mohutnost tepelne 
bariery a u celoelektrickych ped take rozmisten{ a za.po
jeni elektrod v tavidm bazenu pece. Jednou z metod pro 
vysetfova.ni vlivu vyse uvedenych pa.rametru na proces 
homogeniza.ce je metoda. odezvovych khvek, jez byla. zpo
ca.tku vypra.cova.na pro chemicke rea.ktory. Jelikoz skla.rska. 
tavid pee je take reaktor, je moine zminenou teorii i zde 
vyuiit. V posledni dobe se k vysetfova.n{ procesu homoge
nizace take uziva. metoda modelova.ni umozitujid prova.det 
vypocty a sledova.n{ casovych za.vislosti rozdeleni koncen
traci stopovaci la.tky v tavid ca.sti pece nebo modelu. 

V nasem pfipade byl sestaven jak dvourozmerny mate
maticky model, tak i model fyzika.lni umozftujici sledovat 
proces homogenizace. Bylo take provedeno jejich vza.jem
ne porovna.ni. V prvni ca.sti prispevku je pojedna.no o ma
tematickem modelu procesu homogenizace. Je uka.za.n po
stup odvozeni ma.tema.tickeho modelu a jeho na.sledne nu
mericke dvourozmerne zpracova.ni za pouziti poca.tecnich 
a okrajovych podminek. 

Ve druhe ca.sti je popsa.no pouziti fyzika.l.niho kapali
noveho modelu celoelektricke tavid pece pri urceni slozek 
vektoru rychlosti v uzlovych bodech site ( vstup do modelu 
matematickeho) a pri vysetfovani vlivu konfigurace a za
pojeni elektrod na proces homogenizace pomoci metody 
odezvovych krivek. Vyhodnoceni odezvovych khvek ziska.
nych z matematickeho a fyzika.l.niho modelu pro jednotlive 
konfigurace e\ektrod je UVedeno V tabuice 5. Z udaju V teto 
tabulce vyplyva. jednak velmi dobra shoda mezi vysledky 
matematickeho a fyzika.l.niho modelu a jednak sku tecnost, 
ie svisle elektrody ze dna tavidho bazenu pece ptizniveji 
pusobi na proces homogenizace nez ostatni promefovane 
konfigurace elektrod, nebof vyrazneji phspivaji k intenzi
fikaci ptenosu hmoty. 

Obr. 1 Objemovy element t:.x .t:.y.t:.z nehybny v prostoru 
jimi prochazi sloika A. 1 - stena pri x; 2 - stena pri 
X + f::.x.

Obr. 2. Schema fyzikalm'ho modelu tavici pece. 1 - misto 
vkladan{ indikatoru; 2 - m{sto odberu vzorku modelove 
kapaliny. 

Obr. 3. Schema rozm{steni a zapojen{ elektrod pro jedno
tlive varianty. 1 - Varianta 1; - 2 - Varianta 2; 3 -
Varianta 3 a 4. 

Obr. 4. Orientace vektoru rychlosti v uzlovych bodech site. 
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Obr. 5. Casove za.vislosti relativnich koncentraci indika.
toru na vystupu z taviciho prostoru - fyzika.lni model: 
1 - Varianta 1; 2 - Varianta 2; 3 - Varianta 3; 4 -

Varianta 4.

Obr. 6. Carove za.vislosti relativnich koncentraci indika.
toru na vystupu z tavidho prostoru - matematicky 
model: 1 - Varianta 1; 2 - Varianta 2; 3 - Varianta 3; 
4 - Varianta 4. 

Recenze knih 

QUANTITATIVE MINERAL ANALYSIS OF CLAYS. 

Eds.: D. R. Pevear, F. A. Mumpton. The Clay Minerals 
Society, Evergreen (Colorado) 1989. 171 stran, 54 obr. 

Jako prvni svazek fady Seminarnich pfedna.sek americ
ke Spolecnosti jilovych mineralu byla tato knizka sestave
na z pfednasek, jez odeznely na Seminafi o kvantitativni 
modalni analyze jilu, konanem r. 1985 v Denveru ve state 
Colorado. 

Dilo sestava ze sesti kapitol: 
• Teorie a praxe rentgenove difrakcni kvantitativni fa

zove analyzy jilovych mineralu - 34 str. (R. C. Rey
nolds);

• Pocitacovy program pro semikvantitativni rtg di
frakcni analyzu mineralniho slozeni - 14 str. (J. W.
Hosterman a F. T. Dulong);

• Vyrovnavani a rozklad rtg difrakcnich profilu pomoci
samocinneho pocitace - 51 str. (R. C. Jones);

• K vantitativni modalni analyza na zaklade mefene ab
sorpce rtg zafeni a rtg difrakce - 15 str. (B. L. Davis
a L. R. Johnson);

• K vantitativni urcovani jilu a jinych nerostu V horni
nach - 33 str. (M. Slaughter);

• Kombinace rtg difrakce a analyzy prvkoveho slozeni 
pro kvantitativni stanoveni !i1ineralu v geologickych 
vzorcich - 12 str. (C. S. ( :aJvert, D. A. Palkowsky 
a D. R. Pevear)

a dodatku 
• Sablony pro konverzi 28 na mezirovinne vzda.lenosti,

zhotovovane samocinnym pocitacem - 4 str. (L. C. 
Poppe a J. E. Dodd).

Prvni kapitola podava celkovy popis metody kvan
titativni rtg difrakcni fazove analyzy orientovanych ji
lovych agregatu. Jsou diskutovany teoreticke i prak
ticke aspekty teto techniky a kriticky se hodnoti jeji 
moznosti. Podrobne se pojednava o prednostni orienta
ci a o intensitnich faktorech. V druhe kapitole je po
pisovan pocitacovy program vyvinuty Geologickym prii
zkumem USA pro vyhlazeni digitalnich iidaju, odstra
neni pozadi, vyhledavani a identifikaci piku a urcova
ni koncentraci az 12 mineralu v analyzovanem vzorku. 

Jiny program, vytvofeny na Havajske univerzite v Ho
nolulu a nesoud exoticky nazev Pi' o Pili Pa'a ( coz pry 
znamena ,,prokladanf kfivky" V nafeci havajskych domo
rodcu) je uvaden ve tfeti kapitole. Je zde zasazen do 
kontextu vynikajiciho pfehledneho referatu O proklada
ni ktivek, dekonvoluci a rozkladech. Tato kapitola je nej
rozsahlejsi a pravdepodo bne take nejcenejsi soucasti tex
tu. Ctvrta kapitola popisuje tzv. metodu referencnich in
tenzit vyvinutou Briantem L. Davisem, jez kombinuje rtg 
difrakci s mefenim absorpce rentgenoveho zafeni. Specific
ke pro tento postup je, ze vyuziva uspofadani na pruchod 
a zvla.stnim, dumyslnym preparacnim postupem eliminu
je vliv pfednostni orientace. Zda se, ze tato metoda - by£ 
ponekud pracna - je nejpfesnejsi a nejspolehlivejsi tech
nikou kvantitativni rtg difrakcni analyzy fazoveho slozeni 
pra.skovych vzorku. Urcovat kvantitativne zastoupeni jilo
vych mineralii je obtizne, protoze tyto mineraly obsahu
ji rozlicne strukturni defekty a maji promenlive prvkove 
slozeni. Vyuzitim informace o chemismu muzeme proto 
ucinnost kvantitativni rtg difrakcni analyzy fazoveho slo
zeni jilii podstatne zvysit. To se vysvetluje v poslednich 
dvou kapitolach, jez uvadeji na fade pfikladii jak ucinne 
kombinovat rtg difrakci s chemickou analyzou prvkoveho 
slozeni, urcenim specifickeho povrchu a schopnosti vyme
ny kationtii. 

Kniha je velmi zdatila a mo,i,,rnosti sveho pojeti, sifi 
zaberu, jakoz i podrobnosti zpracovani problematiky rtg 
difrakcni kvantitativni analyzy fizoveho slozeni jedinec
na. Ackoli pojednava o jilech - a vlastne asi prave proto, 
ze pojednava O jilech, jejichz fazova analyza je snad vu bee 
nejtvrdsim ofiskem - bude tato kniha uzitecna pro kazde
ho, kdo se zabyva kvantitativni fazovou analyzou - nebo 
alespoli. vyuziva vysledky takovych rozborii - bez ohledu 
na to, jake latky zkouma. 

Knihu lze objednat na adrese sekretariatu spolecnosti: 
The Clay Minerals Society, P.O.Box 4416, Boulder, Colo
rado 80306, USA. 

Jaroslav Fiala 

Ustredni vyzkumny ustav SKODA, 
316 00 Plzeli. 
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